Dear Friends,

Have you ever heard of an annual appeal that didn’t make the above claim? I know it sounds trite, but it’s absolutely true, especially at Hyde.

I write this letter after having just completed the 2010 Summer Challenge Family Weekend in Woodstock. As always, it was a powerful affair. Summer at Hyde always is given that all the students and families are new. The final weekend reflects a fresh dynamic, unlike any other at our schools.

During my time in Woodstock, I had the opportunity to view the progress on the extensive renovations being done to the Westhaver Dorm. Furthermore, it was positively uplifting to see how the efforts to beautify the campus a few years ago—gardens, walkways, saplings on the campus walks—are bearing fruit today.

Upon my return to Bath, I plan to get a workout in on the new turf field – truly a Godsend for Hyde athletes. On my jog over to the field, I will pass by the beautiful new renovation of the front steps of the Mansion. Each one of these developments is a testament to the notion that every little bit helps. Whether you chose to contribute directly to any of these projects, gave to the general fund, or earmarked your gift to Hyde for another specific purpose, you helped make our progress possible.

In all, you joined hundreds of people who gave over $1,500,000 to support the educational programs and facilities at Hyde. This generosity gave us the dollars and the confidence to move ahead on a wide variety of fronts, many of which you may not even be aware. But that is what it takes to run quality schools as the tuition dollars do not cover the full cost of the education. They certainly don’t allow us to do things like fix the steps of the Mansion, build turf fields, and renovate dormitories. Only people like you make that possible.

All of us at Hyde are fully aware of the fact that these are difficult times. All of us are also trimming back our expenses. This includes our philanthropic gifts. That you chose to reach a little deeper and find a place for Hyde in your priorities is especially meaningful to all of us and makes a real difference in the lives of our students, faculty, parents, and staff. As an alumnus, an employee, the father of two graduates, and the spouse of a Hyde head of school (!), I thank you from the bottom of my heart, and pledge that we will continue to strive to be worthy of your belief and confidence in our efforts.

Onward,

Malcolm Gauld ’72
(Mahalia ’08 Bath, Scout ’10 Bath)
President, Hyde Schools
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Giving Summary
July 1, 2009 through June 30, 2010

Annual Fund Gift and Pledges:

Board of Governors ........................................ $145,600
Current Parents, Hyde-Bath Campus ..................... $297,190
Current Parents, Hyde-Woodstock Campus .......... $270,430
Alumni Parents ........................................... $151,250
Alumni ......................................................... $16,570
Faculty & Staff, Friends & Others ...................... $139,230
Total Annual Fund ......................................... $1,020,270

Restricted Gifts and Pledges ................................ $728,730
Hyde@40 Campaign Payments .......................... $802,330

Total Giving ................................................. $2,551,330

Year-to-Year Comparison

Total Gifts and Pledges for Fiscal Year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal Year</th>
<th>Annual Fund</th>
<th>Restricted Fund</th>
<th>Total Gifts &amp; Pledges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>$830,156</td>
<td>$461,350</td>
<td>$1,291,506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>$928,845</td>
<td>$382,946</td>
<td>$1,311,791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>$1,105,358</td>
<td>$340,944</td>
<td>$1,446,302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>$1,041,656</td>
<td>$245,078</td>
<td>$1,286,734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>$1,021,981</td>
<td>$330,793</td>
<td>$1,352,774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>$977,117</td>
<td>$364,312</td>
<td>$1,341,429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>$1,231,410</td>
<td>$1,186,350</td>
<td>$2,417,760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>$1,159,610</td>
<td>$472,170</td>
<td>$1,631,780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>$1,020,270</td>
<td>$728,730</td>
<td>$1,749,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cash Collected During Academic Year
(includes pledge payments from previous years)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal Year</th>
<th>Annual Fund</th>
<th>Restricted Fund</th>
<th>Total Cash Collected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>$830,156</td>
<td>$971,320</td>
<td>$1,801,476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>$928,845</td>
<td>$559,635</td>
<td>$1,488,480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>$1,000,217</td>
<td>$527,443</td>
<td>$1,528,068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>$982,188</td>
<td>$346,912</td>
<td>$1,329,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>$976,042</td>
<td>$346,993</td>
<td>$1,323,035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>$944,502</td>
<td>$279,961</td>
<td>$1,224,463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>$1,131,500</td>
<td>$818,030</td>
<td>$1,949,530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>$1,107,200</td>
<td>$692,730</td>
<td>$1,799,930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>$966,200</td>
<td>$636,670</td>
<td>$1,602,870</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hyde—Bath Operating Expenses, Fiscal Year 2009–2010

- Faculty and Staff $2,903,000 (50%)
- Salaries and Benefits
- Administration $445,000 (8%)
- General Administration, Technology, Principal and Interest
- Facilities $939,000 (16%)
- Campus Management, Maintenance, and Utilities
- Scholarship/Aid
- Financial Aid to Families
- Programming $219,000 (4%)
- Family Education, Summer Programs, Academics and Athletics
- Student Services $382,000 (7.5%)
- Food Services, Student Life, Health Service

Hyde—Woodstock Operating Expenses, Fiscal Year 2009–2010

- Faculty and Staff $3,282,000 (52.5%)
- Salaries and Benefits
- Administration $465,000 (7%)
- General Administration, Technology, Principal and Interest
- Facilities $829,000 (13%)
- Campus Management, Maintenance, and Utilities
- Scholarship/Aid
- Financial Aid to Families
- Programming $256,000 (4%)
- Family Education, Summer Programs, Academics and Athletics
- Student Services $475,000 (7.5%)
- Food Services, Student Life, Health Service
In honor of the school’s founding in 1966, the 1966 Circle recognizes Hyde’s most generous and loyal donors. Membership includes those who contributed $25,000 or more during 2009-10.

William and Carol Barrett
Jeff (’78 Bath) and Claire Black
Bim Black
The Buchanan Family Foundation
Tim and Saffron Case
Tim and Debbie Connolly
Al and Donna de Molina
Ken and Lorrie DeAngelis
Michael and Jamie Delaney
Hunt Eldridge
Michael and Regina Jaye
Raymond and Miwa Koda
Malcolm and Dana McAvity
Michael and Amy McDonald
Steve Menzies
Dan and Heidi Schley
William Sobo and Wendy Ludwig
Joe and Debbie Werner

In honor of the school’s founders, Joseph Gauld and Sumner Hawley, the Founder’s Circle recognizes a special group of Hyde’s generous and loyal donors. Membership includes those who contributed $10,000 to $24,999 in 2009-10.

Anonymous
Tim Barrett and Hope Hoover-Armstead
Michael and Barbara Blauer
Bob and Mary Beth Bottini
Effie and Wofford Cain
Foundation
Rick and Dee Dee Chesley
Paul and Kathleen Connolly
J. Gordon and Charmaine McGill
Dave and Hobey Hinchman
The Joanna Foundation
Martin and Beth Katz
Rob and Anne Krebs
Donna Lawrence and Judith Cohen
Nancy Lund
Tom and Mary Moore
Dick and Karen Platte
Kit Regnery and Alice Paylor
Clay and Judee von Seldeneck
**Governors’ Circle**

The Governors’ Circle recognizes a special group of Hyde’s generous and loyal donors. This club is named in recognition of the outstanding contributions of Hyde’s Board of Governors, the school’s volunteer-led governing body. Membership includes those who contributed $5,000 to $9,999 in 2009-10.

Anonymous
Josh Duksin (‘96 Bath)
Stephen and Michel Evanusa
Rick and Nicky Falck
William and Maeve Fegan
Frankel Family Foundation
Matt Frankel (‘76 Bath)
Frederic W. Cook & Co. Inc.
Malcolm (‘72 Bath) and Laura Gauld (‘76 Bath)
The Greater Cincinnati Foundation
Jacki Hinton and David Boone
David and Mary Jane Lifson
Amy Nederlander
J and Beth Puckett
Young Tek Ra and Myung Sook Lee
Lee Schultheis
The Searles Family Foundation
Bill (‘74 Bath) and Ann Searles
Stuart and Lesa Shaw
David Steadly and Suzanne Lengyel
Tony and Kathryn Stoupas
Mark Sunshine and Christy McElhaney
Holly and Jim Thompson
Wilmington Trust Company
Alan and Cheryl Wohlstedter
Joseph and Faith Yablonski

**President’s Circle**

The President’s Circle recognizes a special group of Hyde’s generous and loyal donors who contributed $2,500 and $4,999 in 2009-10.

Anonymous
Sam and Carolyn Abernethy
Tim Aires and Cat Falkenburg-Aires
Kim Beaumont
Dan Beishline and Mary Ann Driscoll
Bruce Berger
James and Dawn Bohls
David and Janine Bonadio
Elliott Borden and Robin Frazer-Borden
Tom and Andrea Braun
Reade and Martha Brower
Randolph and Denise Capri
Frank and Debi Carmel
Jack Carruthers
Letah Carruthers
Trevor and Judith Castor
Paul and Gina Castronovo
Ted and Jane Cercos
Clayton and Maggie Chessman
Children of Joy Pediatrics

Eric Cooper and Carol Numrich
Thomas and Marianne Cowley
Mike and Lynn Dawes
Peter DeNunzio
Alexandra Derby
Bob and Linda Dorian
Deborah DuSault
William and Maeve Fegan
Sam Felder and Arietta Slade
Kyle and Linda Felt
Bob (‘90 Bath) and Brooke Felt
Hank and Anne Flint
Laura and Joe Franklin
Margo (‘76 Bath) and Tim Frost
Bilha Goldberg
Jon and Elly Goldman
Pete Gregory (‘89 Bath)
Fritz Hammond
David and Carolyn Hansard
Nancy Harbert
Steve and Shelley Harris
Jim and Suzanne Harvie
Ned Hyland
Bill Jenks
Douglas and Leah Knapp
Patrick Kubitz and Anna Weihman
Donna Lawrence and Judith Cohen
Richard Lee
Patrice Lockhart
Gigi (‘82 Bath) and Don MacMillan
Chris and Colleen Merrill
Louis and Jill Miller
Josefina Miranda
Lee Mortenson and Carol Kirkland

Kevin Oh and SunJoo Chung
Jonathan and Lucia Palmer
John Peacock and Linda Sapin
Della Pegolotti
Chris and Rebecca Peterson
Doug and Christine Preston
R. Channing Wheeler Family Foundation
Rick Reeves and Melissa Legg
Rick and Katie Rhea
Randall and Diane Rushin
Carter and Sandy Sackman
David and Laurie Samuels
Shadi and Jennifer Sanbar
Stuart and Lesa Shaw
Mark and Patricia Smaldone
Donald and Joan Smith
William and Joan Smith
Gerry Snedaker
Linda Stites
Teleflex Foundation
Scott and Susan Trager
UBS PaineWebber
Laura Ulmer
United Technology Corporation
Andrew and Gabrielle Watson
Jason Werner (‘06 Woodstock)
Stephen and Gay Young
Frederic Zinn and Carolynn Dittman Zinn
Hyde Alumni Parents Leaders’ Circle

The Hyde Alumni Parents Leaders’ Circle recognizes a special group of Hyde’s generous and loyal donors. This listing includes only HAPA members who contributed between $1,000 and $2,499 in 2009-10.

Anonymous
Einar and Betsey Andersen
Wojtek and Christine Aronski
Maureen Bailie and Tom Kruger
Jane Bartrum
Edward Blanco
Arnie and Linda Borish
Barbara Burke
Jay Burke
Dennis Calo
Richard and Edith Canzonetti
John and Linda Chance
Lavoe Davis
Chris Dennos
Bob and Cathy Dern
Donna (’81 Bath) and Larry Dubinsky (’78 Bath)
Leo Dunn and Betsy Alden
Alan and Joannie Earhart
Andrew and Eileen Eder
Andrew and Jenna Field
Steve Fiss
Read Fleming
Donald and Sheila Freitag
Jim and Margie Freston
Randy Freston (’83 Bath)

Carol Fritz
George and Sue Frost
Thomas Furth and Linda Goodale
Joe Gauld
Erich (’83 Bath) and Elizabeth Giebel
Jon and Geri Goldstein
Ken and Connie Gongaware
J.B. and Terry Gouger
Mike and Kay Hanlin
Tom and Pam Hardy
Mark Issenman
Phillip and Victoria Jackson
Herman and Diane Klemick
JC Labowitz and Patti Rousevell
Eric and Jodie Lenardson
Daniel Lyons
Terry Mathis
Bob and Susan McDermott
Jim Miller
Juliet Miller
Doretta Miraglia and Paul Mule
Philip Mongada and Lori Ruggiano
Craig and Debra Moss
Karen Muennink
Jean Noonan
Victor Passacantilli and Lucille Giganti
Steve and Betsy Peck
Carter Perry
Tom Perry III
Bill and Carol Pierskalla
Fred and Diana Prince
Maribeth Quinn and Daniel Brown
Peter Rigogiannis

Bob and Cat Sands
Daniel Serpico and Kate Walsh
William and Mona Swanson
Gary and Barbara Tamkin
Cathy Tarpley
Cullum and Susan Thompson
Rick and Susan Umbach
Jim Violette and Tamara Hall
Eamonn Vize
Dan and Gina Waldman
Marc and Pam Yagjian

Silver Club $500–$999 (Alumni)

The Silver Club recognizes a special group of Hyde’s generous and loyal donors. Membership is extended to alumni and former students of Hyde who contributed $500 to $999 in 2009-10.

Brian Bartlett (’97 Bath)
Tom (’83 Bath) and Cindy Bragg
Ken (’81 Bath) and Lori Cooke (’81 Bath)
Paul (’67 Bath) and Laurie Hurd (’75 Bath)
Verna Mayo Moore (’74 Bath)
Ken Wiegand (’71 Bath) and Anne Downey

Bronze Club $250–$499 (Alumni)

The Bronze Club recognizes a special group of Hyde’s generous and loyal donors. Membership is extended to alumni and former students of Hyde who contributed $250 to $499 in 2009-10.

Sarah Carlin (’80 Bath) and Derek Beckwith
Will Cutrer (’04 Woodstock)
David Fiss (’97 Bath)
Dan Jaye (’99 Bath)
Brett (’79 Bath) and Jackie Johnson (’79 Bath)
Restricted Gifts to Hyde in 2009–2010

Gifts in Kinds
Below is a partial listing of Hyde constituents who gave services or products to Hyde Schools. We are grateful for the kindness of these individuals who gave of themselves.

Bath Campus
Ken and Claire Grant
Eric and Jodie Lenardson
Michael and Amy McDonald
Carolyn Smith
Woodstock Campus
Simon Beaumont

Hyde Foundation Gifts
These gifts help underwrite special initiatives or operations in Hyde’s public schools. Funds given directly to the charter and magnet schools are not included in this listing.

Harold L. Wyman Foundation
hsbc Matchign Gift Program
David Steedly and Suzanne Lengyel

Phoenix Club $25–$249 (Bath Alumni)
The Phoenix Club recognizes a special group of Hyde’s generous and loyal donors. Membership is extended to young alumni and former students (less than seven years out) of Hyde-Bath who contributed $25 to $249 in 2009-10.

Lily Belt ’08
Michelle Chambers ’08
Michaela Collins ’09
Steven Dik ’07
Arthur Field ’09
Lauren Grant ’05
Cat Gushue ’04
Lauren Morgan ’04

Perrin LeBlanc (’89 Bath)
Tyler Matheny (’00 Bath)
Mike (’91 Bath) and Julie Perlstein
Ross Sanner (’01 Bath)
Rich (’88 Bath) and Kirstie Truluck
Harold (’74 Bath) and Deb Wingood

Wolfpack Club $25–$249 (Woodstock Alumni)
The Wolfpack Club recognizes a special group of Hyde’s generous and loyal donors. Membership is extended to young alumni and former students (less than seven years out) of Hyde-Woodstock who contributed $25 to $249 in 2009-10.

Braxton Billings ’09
Rose Dorian ’08
Josh Lenardson ’08
Mark Pereira ’06
Tom Perry ’06
Brad van Voorhees ’04
Alice Wilson ’04

Below is a listing of Hyde donors who contributed restricted funds toward scholarships, endowment or other non-Hyde@40 Campaign projects.

Scholarship Fund

Bath Campus
Anonymous
Mike and Margo Ballew
Penelope Bliss
Thomas and Marianne Cowley
Frankel Family Foundation
Matt Frankel (’76 Bath)

Woodstock Campus
Michael and Regina Jaye
The Joanna Foundation
Kit Regnery and Alice Paylor
Holly and Jim Thompson

Family Renewal Center
Effie and Wofford Cain Foundation
Wonil and Kyl Joo Chung
J. Gordon and Charmaine McGill
Steve and Shelley Harris
Seifu Legesse
Dong Chul Lim and Seon Myeong Hong

Phoenix Club $25–$249
(Bath Alumni)
**Senior Parent Gift 2010**
- Bath Technology Center

**Gift Committee**
Dick and Karen Platte, Chair
Gina Castronovo, Chair

Paul and Gina Castronovo
John and Linda Chance
Clayton and Maggie Chessman
Bob and Linda Dorian
Matthew Fonseca and Cristina Giordano-Fonseca
Margo (‘76 Bath) and Tim Frost
Malcolm (‘72 Bath) and Laura Gauld (‘76 Bath)
John and Andrea Gimbel
Dan Herman and Deb Bouton
Allison and Charlie Hopkins
Phillip and Victoria Jackson
Bill Jenks
Dean Ketcham
Heidi Locatell
Patrice Lockhart
Gigi (‘82 Bath) and Don MacMillan
Hyde - Maine Region
Jennifer Marston
Fred and Dori Merkin
Juliet Miller
Della J. Pegolotti
Dick and Karen Platte
Rick and Katie Rhea
David and Laurie Samuels
Richard and Julie Searls
William and Joan Smith

**Senior Parent Gift 2010**
- Woodstock Westhaver Renovation

**Gift Committee**
Jamie Delaney, Chair
Michael Delaney
Kit Regnery and Alice Paylor
Joseph and Faith Yablonski

Anonymous
Raymond and Miwa Koda
William and Carol Barrett
Kim Beaumont
Bob and Pat Bertschy
Edward Blanco
Lori Blum-Fagien
Tom and Shari Blumenthal
James and Dawn Bohls
David and Janine Bonadio
Bob and Mary Beth Bottini
Barbara Burke
Letah Carruthers
Tim and Saffron Case
Richard Curran and Sharon Hamer

Steve Springer and Melanie Cissone
Jake Vickery
Eamonn Vize
David and Lori Warchol

David and Julie Duchesneau
William and Maeve Fegan
Thomas Forhoff
Laura and Joe Franklin
Donald and Sheila Freitag
Erich (‘83 Bath) and Elizabeth Giebel
Jon and Elly Goldman
Marie Guiner
Malissa Hallenbeck
Andrew and Julie Kent
William and Lesley Levine
David and Mary Jane Lifson
Valerie Luessenhop
Dennis and Teresa Lyon
Daniel Lyons
Dick and Jean Masland
Malcolm and Dana McAvity
Amy Nederlander
Maureen O’Driscoll
John Peacock and Linda Sapin

**Senior Class Gift – Fire Pit**

**Woodstock Campus**
Mandy Ashe
Caitlin Barrett
Sam Beaumont
Lisa Bertschy

Jeff (‘78 Bath) and Claire Black
Michael and Barbara Blauer
Paul and Kathleen Connolly
Bob (‘90 Bath) and Brooke Felt
Kyle and Linda Felt
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Fiduciary Trust Company - International
Holly and Jim Thompson
Jason Werner (‘06 Woodstock)
The following gifts were made in honor of someone or an organization by Hyde donors. Honor gifts are a great way to make a gift to Hyde and show your appreciation for someone special in your life.

**In Honor of Rehab Bakhsh**
Sami and Denise Al-Bashir

**In Honor of Gail M. Barbera**
Susan Barbera

**In Honor of Michael F. Barney**
Mary Hobert

**In Honor of Will Beckham**
William and Julia Beckham

**In Honor of Brett C. Bistrian**
Theodora and Carmine DiSunno

**In Honor of Tyler N. Case**
Amy J. Nederlander

**In Honor of Kurt W. Chessman**
Clayton and Margaret Chessman

**In Honor of Mason A. Coleman**
Janie C. Coleman

**In Honor of Lynn Dawes**
Michael and Regina Jaye

**In Honor of Michael Dawes**
Michael and Regina Jaye
Robert and Catherine Sands
Holly and Jim Thompson

**In Honor of Lorrie Byrd DeAngelis**
Effie and Wofford Cain Foundation
J. Gordon and Charmaine McGill

**In Honor of Sarah K. DeNunzio**
Sharon K. DeNunzio

**In Honor of Kayla E. Derby**
Alexandra B. Derby

**In Honor of Ashley K. Dorian**
Daniel and Lisa Dorian

**In Honor of Rose M. Dorian**
Daniel and Lisa Dorian

**In Honor of Zöe L. Dorian**
Daniel and Lisa Dorian

---

**Bath Turf Field Gifts**

Nadine Alpern
Bill and Sharon Coale
Tim and Debbie Connolly
The Eustace Foundation
Pete Gregory (’89 Bath)
Eric Kinderman
Steve Menzies
Steve and Betsy Peck
Mike (‘91 Bath) and Julie Perlstein
Kathleen Scherding (‘08 Bath)
The Seearles Family Foundation
Bill (‘74 Bath) and Ann Seearles
Steve and Andrea Steinman
Alice Wilson (‘04 Bath)

**Woodstock Theatre Fund Gifts**

Greater Worcester Community Foundation
Betty Hale
Edie Trott (’97 Woodstock)
In Honor of Mark Duethorn
Alan and Sheryl Brooks

In Honor of Bob Felt
Tim and Saffron Case

In Honor of Dr. James Freston
Randal Freston

In Honor of Dr. Marge S. Freston
Randal Freston

In Honor of Joey Gauld
Christopher and Natalie Arndt
Henry and Audrey Cheetham
Timothy and Jane Dennis
Robert E. Kraftowitz and Janice Gordon

In Honor of Claire Denton Grant
James Violette and Tamara Hall

In Honor of Kenneth L. Grant
Mark Sunshine and Christy McElhaney

In Honor of Alison S. Greene
Norman Greene and Loren W. Greene

In Honor of Gabriella B. Harvie
Faith Harvie

In Honor of Christopher Henson
Sandra Henson

In Honor of Aaron C. Hinton
Christopher and Noel Foy

In Honor of Hyde-Bath
Facilities Department
Casey Mercer

In Honor of Hyde-Bath
Faculty
Steven and Shelley Harris

In Honor of Dexter L. Jenks
Patrice Lockhart

In Honor of Cole Kazickas
Barbara Cissone

In Honor of Michael Kean
Jim Kean

In Honor of Logan Kidwell
Mark Sunshine and Christy McElhaney

In Honor of Charmaine D. McGill
Jennifer McGaughy

In Honor of J. Gordon McGill
Jennifer McGaughy

In Honor of Alex Needham
Barbara Cissone
Stephen Springer and Melanie Cissone

In Honor of William C. Needham III
Barbara Cissone

In Honor of Britt M. Richards
Karen Richards

In Honor of John Rigney
Alan and Sheryl Brooks

In Honor of C. Alexander Saleeby
Claude and Jill Saleeby

In Honor of Alexander D. Schneider
Paul Schneider

In Honor of Richard R. Schuller
William and Nancy Goldstein
Ira and Eileen Ingerman
Claire Reichlin
Ronna Schuller and Ira Cohen

In Honor of Nicholas M. Stanislawski
Edward and Anna Stanislawski

In Honor of Thomas A. Tarricone

In Honor of Holly E. Thompson
Heather Cavalli
Richard and Tracy Self

In Honor of James E. Thompson
Heather Cavalli
Richard and Tracy Self

In Honor of Richard K. Truluck
M. John Yoder and Maureen Yoder

In Honor of Cody J. Vickery
Eleanor and Brian Burger
Antone Pegolotti
James Pegolotti
Doug Vickery
Robert and Barbetta Vickery

In Honor of Terry Walsh
Alan and Sheryl Brooks

In Honor of Jordana C. Weiner
Ronald and Janice Weiner

In Honor of Karen Williams
Philip W. Terrell
Memorial Gifts

The following gifts were made in memory of someone by Hyde donors. Memorial gifts are a great way to make a contribution to Hyde and perpetuate the memory of someone special.

In Memory of Travis M. Ballew
Michael and Margo Ballew

In Memory of Louise Bell
Gerald and Cynthia Bell

In Memory of Daniel R. Bennett
Dan and Emily Murphy
Jason I. Werner

In Memory of Leona Cotnoir
Ernest Cotnoir and Madeline Oden

In Memory of Patrick D. Damon
Hildi Halley and Doug Bowie

In Memory of Albert Fiorillo
Amy L. Lewis

In Memory of Shelley Fiss
Stephen Fiss (‘97 Bath)

In Memory of Blanche Gauld
Henry and Audrey Cheetham
Robert and Betty Masse
Verna Mayo Moore (‘74 Bath)

In Memory of Stuart Granek
William and Merle Granek
Michael and Eva Loeb

In Memory of Susan C. Harp
Penelope Bliss

In Memory of Diana Hyland
Edward Hyland

In Memory of Harry Jacobs
Dan and Emily Murphy

In Memory of Gwendolyn Jennings
Jennings

In Memory of Capt. George H. Jennings, Jr.
Jeff Jennings

In Memory of Rosalind Kaufman
Evelyn Kent

In Memory of Ted Kennedy
John Peacock and Linda Sapin

In Memory of Henry Kent
Evelyn Kent

In Memory of William Leonard
James and Joyce Leonard

In Memory of Franklin W. McGill
James and Terry Gouger
Jennifer McGaughy

In Memory of Sterling T. McLemore
Gerald Stadtmueller and Catherine Luther

In Memory of Nikolas K. Michaud
Eric Kinderman

In Memory of John E. Muennink
Karen Muennink

In Memory of Bryan Richards
Karen Richards

In Memory of James T. Roman
Carol Glassman

In Memory of Pastor Aaron Williams
Verna Mayo Moore

In Memory of Leila Mae Williams
Verna Mayo Moore

In Memory of Ian J. Worth
Carol Fritz

In Memory of Larry Yerys
Constance M. Freer
Paul and Abbey Yerys


Bath Campus
Anonymous
Sam and Carolyn Abernethy
Tim Aires and Cat Falkinburg-Aires
Mark and Amy Alexander
Richard Allen
Kevin and Judy Andrews
Christopher and Natalie Arndt
Tim Barrett and Hope Hoover-Armstead
Susan Beegel
Dan Beishline and Mary Ann Driscoll
Cheryl Biedermann
Susan Bliss
Elliott Borden and Robin Frazer-Borden
Tom and Andrea Braun
Raimondo and Tracy Briata
Frank and Debi Carmel
Trevor and Judith Castor
Paul and Gina Castronovo
Ted and Jane Cercos
John and Linda Chance
Clayton and Maggie Chessman
John Christian and Ingrid Gersin
Woonil and Kyll Joo Chung
Ric Cone
Tim and Debbie Connolly
Valerie Coolong
Cynthia Crooks-Garcia
Al and Donna de Molina
Lynne Dearborn
Larry and Lauren Deigh
Carl and Lori DeMarco
Alexandra Derby
Adair and Susan Dickerson
Christine and Steve DiRienzo
Bob and Linda Dorian
Stephen Drymer and Caroline Gauthier
Matthew Fonseca and Cristina Giordano-Fonseca
David and Diane Frazier
Cary and Angene Frentson
Randy Frentson (’83 Bath)
Margo (’76 Bath) and Tim Frost
Xinmin Gao and Jackie Jiang
William Garvey and Tamara Eberlein
Malcolm (’72 Bath) and Laura Gauld (’76 Bath)
John and Andrea Gimbel
Samuel and Sarah Goos
Melissa Gullicksen
Bill Haber and Cynthia Frankel
Hildi Halley and Doug Bowie
David and Carolyn Hansard
Nancy Harbert
Loren and Connie Hardin
Steve and Shelley Harris
Jim and Suzanne Harvie
Heidi Hellstrom
Dan Herman and Deb Bouton
Todd and Ruth Hoover
Ned Hyland
Phillip and Victoria Jackson
Bill Jenks
Jim Kean
Dean Killeen
Henry Killeen
Janet Leighninger
Allan Levitt and Judi Fish
Amy Lewis
Dong Chul Lim and Seon Myeong Hong
Heidi Locatell
Patrice Lockhart
Gigi (’82 Bath) and Don MacMillan
Jennifer Marston
Tamara McElroy
Fred and Dori Merkin
Chris and Colleen Merrill
Juliet Miller
Louis and Jill Miller
Win and Lori Mitchell
Dave and Ikuko Morrow
Gail Moulton
Phil and Kim Nathanson
Bill Needham
Shaowen Ni and Yansong Xu
Kevin Oh and SunJoo Chung
Thomas and Angela Outerbridge
Jonathan and Lucia Palmer
Geoffrey Parsons and Julie Tasker-Brown
Della Pegolotti
Rivka Peltier
Carter Perry
Kelly Perry
Chris and Rebecca Peterson
Dick and Karen Platte
Brian and Lisa Preney
Doug and Christine Preston
Young Tek Ra and Myung Sook Lee
George and Nichole Raftopoulos
Jon Randall and Christine Cummings-Randall
Leal Randall
Rick and Katie Rhea
Chris (’72 Bath) and Barbara Richards
John Robinson and Elizabeth Stout
Christopher and Ruth Rose
David and Laurie Samuels
Elliott Scott
Richard and Julie Searls
Mike Serra
Laura Serra
Raymond and Barbara Shapiro
Stuart and Lesa Shaw
Christine Smith
William and Joan Smith
Nancy Snyder and Holly Herman
Steve Springer and Melanie Cissone
Linda Stites
Tom Stites
Mark Sunshine and Christy McElhaney
Steven and Nan Taller
Peter Thomas
Tom and Mary Trometer
Laura Ulmer
Jake Vickery
Eamonn Vize
Patty Vize
David and Lori Warchol
Alan and Cheryl Wohlstetter
David Works and Wendy Tanahashi-Works
Woodstock Campus
Anonymous
Stephen and Wendy Abelman
Denise and Sami Al-Bashir
Marcus and Mary Allen
Richard and Maria Ashe
Heather Atkinson
Karen Barnett
William and Carol Barrett
Kim Beaumont
Simon Beaumont
Gerald and Cynthia Bell
Christian and Atlee Bender
Bruce Berger
Annie Berman
Robin Birnbaum
Carolann Blanco
Edward Blanco
Gonul and Mitch Blum
Lori Blum-Fagien
James and Dawn Bohls
David and Janine Bonadio
Bob and Mary Beth Bottini
Kevin and Michele Budd
Edward Buratynski and Julia Kazan
Barbara Burke
Jay Burke
Colin and Jeanie Callahan
Randolph and Denise Capri
Amy Cardito
Wright and Deborah Carreau
Jack Carruthers
Letah Carruthers
Tim and Saffron Case
Rick and Dee Dee Chesley
Susie and Jim Chubbuck
Paul and Kathleen Connolly
Eric Cooper and Carol Numrich
Richard Curran and Sharon Hamer
Thomas Czarnecki
Ronald and Rose Daigle
Ken and Lorrie DeAngelis
Michael and Jamie Delaney
Peter DeNunzio
Sharon DeNunzio
Glenn Dienstag and Lisa Kowtco
Edward Donnellan and Catherine Semans
Thomas and Virginia Dosch
Donna (’81 Bath) and Larry Dubinsky (’78 Bath)
David and Julie Duchesneau
Joanne Dulkan and Tim Mantz
Hunt Eldridge
Michael and Zaki Fagien
William and Maeve Fegan
Thomas Fornoff
Laura and Joe Franklin
Donald and Sheila Freitag
Erich (’83 Bath) and Elizabeth Giebel
John and Catherine Gill
Bilha Goldberg
Jay Goldenberg
Jon and Elly Goldman
Marie Guinier
Brew and Libby Hagood
Malissa Hallenbeck
Evelyn Hammond
Fritz Hammond
Jacqueline Hawk
Anthony Holdampf
Jana Houston
Dikran and Deborah Kadagian
Deepak and Sherry Kamlani
Martin and Beth Katz
Gerald and Marcy Kelly
Andrew and Julie Kent
Douglas and Leah Knapp
Raymond and Miwa Koda
James and Cynthia Konda
Patrick Kubitz and Anna Weihman
Donna Lawrence and Judith Cohen
Matthew LeBlanc
Perrin LeBlanc (’89 Bath)
Richard Lee
Toby and Rochelle Leonard
William and Lesley Levine
Mo-Dai Li and Chris Tang
Steven and Lulu Lieber
David and Mary Jane Lifson
Barbara Ludeke
Valerie Luessenhop
Dennis and Theresa Lyon
Daniel Lyons
David and June Maisel
David Mara
Dick and Jean Masland
Linda McGuire
Mickey McGuire
Ronald and Karen McNeil
Josefina Miranda
Philip Mongada and Lori Ruggiano
Amy Nederlander
Shawn Nolan
Maureen O’Driscoll
Chahin and Pamela Pahlavi
John Peacock and Linda Sapin
Sandra Platt and Richard Bishop
Pamela Racicot
Kit Regnery and Alice Paylor
Zina Rosenbaum
Sally Ross Nolan
Richard and Diane Ross
Randall and Diane Rushin
Carter and Sandy Sackman
Laurie Sanz
Dan and Heidi Schley
Edmund and Jill Schnatterly
Ronna Schuller and Ira Cohen
Shannon Schuster
Peter and Rita Sherman
Roger Sherman and Dorothy Kalins
Mark and Patricia Smaldone
Donald and Joan Smith
Gina Smith
William Sobo and Wendy Ludwig
Rhonda Staley-Harrison and Michael Harrison
John and Beverly Stantial
Michelle Stecker
Tony and Kathryn Stoupas
William and Mona Swanson
Thomas Tarricone
John and Suzanne Thomas
Scott and Susan Trager
Kevin Verronneau and Alexis Romer
Andrew and Gabrielle Watson
Hampton and Avery Watson
Patrick Wheat and Susan Prince-Wheat
Susan Wysocki
Joseph and Faith Yablonski
Roger Zimmer and Luzia Oliveira
Frederic Zinn and Carolynn Dittman Zinn

Alumni Parent (HAPA) Donors

Bath Campus
Anonymous
Nadine Alpern
Einar and Betsey Andersen
Tony and Gail Annis
Wojtek and Christine Aronski
Mike and Margo Ballew
Richard and Carol Barron
Jane Bartram
George and Peace Baxter
Gail Beckham
William and Julia Beckham
Bim Black
Howard and Judy Blank
Arnie and Linda Borish
Helen Bosley
Reade and Martha Brower
Glenn and Kit Brown
Winnie Burch
Sharon Bushner
Joyce Anne Callaghan
Melissa Capsalors
Frances Carlin
Bob and Ann Cary
Steve Cary and Caroline Baum
Bonnie Cassone
Steven Cole and Adele Blong
Ken (’81 Bath) and Lori Cooke (’81 Bath)
Wendy Cory
Thomas and Marianne Cowley
Maury and Christine Cralle
Cheryl Davis
Lavoe Davis
Mike and Lynn Dawes
Shiraz and Faith Daya
Gayle Dembowski
Tim and Jane Dennis
Bob and Cathy Dern
Karen Die
Dan and Lisa Dorian
John Dorr
Donna (‘81 Bath) and Larry Dubinsky (‘78)
Leo Dunn and Betsy Alden
Louise Dupuis
Bill and Sally Dwyer
Alan and Joannie Earhart
Andrew and Eileen Eder
David Epstein
Kyle and Linda Felt
Steve Fiss
Bobbie Fleming
Read Fleming
Hank and Anne Flint
Bruce Foerster
Chris and Noel Foy
Bruce Freeman and Barbara Sachs-Freeman
George and Sue Frost
Thomas Furth and Linda Goodale
Dick and Anita Galway
Joey Gauld
Mal and Laura Gauld
Nancy Geiger
Stuart and Jeanne Giles
Richard and Julie Gilston
Carol Glassman
Jon and Geri Goldstein
Michael and Sissy Goltra
Ken and Connie Gongaware
J.B. and Terry Gouger
Bernie and Vicki Gould
William and Merle Granek
Moe and Courtenay Hamilton
Mike and Kay Hanlin
Tom and Pam Hardy
Peter and Sara Harrington
David Hayward
Sandra Henson
dave and Hobey Hinchman
Jacki Hinton and David Boone
Bill and Janet Hoffman
Paul (‘67 Bath) and Laurie Hurd (‘75 Bath)
Tom and Chaille Hutcheson
Tuck and Kelly Irwin
Stephen and Patricia Jamison
Rich and Maureen Jarmusik
Michael and Regina Jaye
Betsy Jones
Pamela Jones
Jim and Evelyn Kanik
Warren and Tricia Keene
Patty Kennedy
Ron and Lorna Kenney
Anne Kinder
Janice King
Herman and Diane Klemick
Ken Koehler
Rick and Peggy Kuder
Anthony and Susan Lamb
Jonathan and Tami Lane
Michael and Pam Lavery
Jim and George-Ann Lawrence
Kathleen Lawson
Eric and Jodie Lenardson
David and Meredith Liben
Joseph Lindsey
Hal and Jody Litchford
Paul and Carolyn Locke
George and Suzanne Lukas
Dennis and Elaine Lundgren
Paul and Tara MacMahon
Bruce MacNair and Rainy Broomfield
Mark Mallory and Nancy Ball
Tom Mathis
Tom and Phyllis Mayes
Bob and Susan McDermott
Michael and Amy McDonald
Andrea McFarren
J. Gordon and Charmaine McGill
Steve and Tina McMenamin
Steve Menzies
Marie Mintz
Gisela Moore
Tom and Mary Moore
Dan Morgan
Donald and Bonnie Morin
Lee Mortenson and Carol Kirkland
Karen Muenink
Brian and Rose Mulligan
Suzanne Munson
Ed and Linda Murphy
Frances Murray
Igor Najfeld and Jennifer FauntLeRoy
Deborah Neumeister
Kim and Cece Oler
Wanda Olley
Nancy Orchard-Hays
Peter and Kathy Panagiotatos
Ronnie Parks and Loy Chipley
Steve and Betsy Peck
Tom Perry
Sherman Pheiffer and Jillian Axelrod
Bill and Carol Pierskalla
Thomas and Elizabeth Porter
Lloyd Portnow
Nicholas and Mal Powlovich
Fred and Diana Prince
Maribeth Quinn and Daniel Brown
David and Susie Reed
Rick Reeves and Melissa Legg
Karen Richards
Mary Jane Rivers
Andrea Robinson
John Romac
Bruce and Irina Rosenblum
Alan and Carol Rubenstein
Mark and Karol Rush
Ali and Parvin Sabrkeh
Sid Sado and Lynette Charity-Sado
Claude and Jill Saleeby
Bob and Cat Sands
Jim and Minerva Sanner
Eric Sansonetti
Mike and Karin Sayegh
Bob and Sue Schackow
John and Cathy Schleining
Paul Schneider
Lee Schultheis
Mike and Roie Shields
David and Susan Shnidman
John Shonerd
Jane Skakel
Patrick Slattery
Jolene Small
Anonymous
Pauline Alighieri
Jeff and Sheila Allen
Mel Auston
Maureen Bailie and Tom Kruger
Ken and Betsy Balin
Michel Bezy and Isabelle Geoffroy
Kate and Nick Boisvert
Chip and Leca Boynton
John and Joan Brady
Alan and Sheryl Brooks
Ross Burbank
Richard and Edith Canzonetti
Sarah Carlin (‘80 Bath) and Derek Beckwith
David and Mary Beth Casey
Bill and Sharon Coale
Beverly Coleman
Norm and Kay Cooper
Nefredia Covington
Marjorie Davis and Frederick Coombs
Jamel and Emily Demir
Chris Dennos
Ross and Lisa Dik
Ray and Dotti Dori
Donna (‘81 Bath) and Larry Dubinsky (‘78)
Andy and Mimi Edwards
Steve and JoAnn Eisenberg
Ruth Estrich and Sam Zolten
Rick and Nicky Falck
Sam Felder and Arietta Slade
Andrew and Jenna Field
Kathy Field
Steve Finn and Terry Wetzler-Finn

David and Holly Fogg
Evan Frankel and Rivalyn Zweig
Tom Franks and Kate Hayes
Carol Fritz
Donald and Cari Gardner
John Goldsmith
John Gordon
Robert and Frances Grahamjones
Ken (‘72 Bath) and Claire Grant (‘75 Bath)
Norman and Loren Greene
Jerry Grodin and Felice Karlitz
Jack and Martha Gushue
Mark Halperin
Oz and Mona Hanley
John and Drusilla Haran
Mark and Sheila Hemeon-Heyer
Thomas Heyer and Deborah Odell
Anne Hitchcock
Mark Issenman
Cathy Jackson
Jon and Anne Jolles
Arthur and Monica Jones
Kenneth Joseph and Elyse Seidner-Joseph
Dick and Jean Joslin
Robert Kraftowitz and Janice Gordon
Rob and Anne Krebs
JC Labowitz and Patti Rousewell
Darell and Diane Lawver
Ronnie Lazarus
Peter and Christine Leventhal
Barbara Lidsky and Richard Dick
Nancy Lund
Gigi and Don MacMillan
Anthony and Marilyn Malone
Malcolm and Dana McAvity
Mike Meagher
Jim Miller
Doretta Miraglia and Paul Mule
Craig and Debra Moss
Laurie Nevin
Jean Noonan
Victor Passacantilli and Lucille Giganti
Val Payne-Masse and Chuck Masse
Jane Price
J and Beth Puckett
Kathy Roberts
Daniel and Linda Rogers
Jim and Angela Russell
Tony and Cathy Saraniti
Michael and Janice Schifman
Daniel Serpico and Kate Walsh
Janet Sheehan
Ed Sinnott
Gerry and Jan Smith
Rich and Marian Smith
Laura Solorio
Jan Sommers-Gallant
Edward and Anna Stanislawski
Lloyd and Brenda Steen
Barbara Sullivan
Cathy Tarpley
Cullum and Susan Thompson
David Tobis and Risa Jaroslow
Jeffrey and Amy Uffner
Ron and Janice Weiner
Rich and Erica Welch
Joe and Debbie Werner

Gerry Snedaker
Randy Snyder
Richard and Susan Spence
Jerry Stadtmueller and Cathy Luther
Steve and Andrea Steinman
George Stewart and Poki Namkung
Susan Storzum
Bob and Debbie Subbiondo
Dan and Mimi Sullivan
David and Judy Sullivan
Quyyn Taylor
Philip Terrell
Quynn Taylor
Mark Thiel
Holly and Jim Thompson
James Thornton and Cheryl Leddy
Karen Tilbor
Adam and Melissa Titone
Richard and Nancy Truluck
Rick and Susan Umbach
Lisa Valgean
Marilynn Vander Schaaf
Jim Violette and Tamara Hall
Clay and Judee von Seldeneck
Robert and Joan Waite
Dan and Gina Waldman
Lee and Lydia Wikkerink
Chuck and Cynthia Wright
Marc and Pam Yagian
Paul and Abbey Yerys
Chris and Jill Yetter
Hap and Nancy Young
Stephen and Gay Young
Carmine and Brigitte Zarlenka

Woodstock Campus

Anonymous
Pauline Alighieri
Jeff and Sheila Allen
Mel Auston
Maureen Bailie and Tom Kruger
Ken and Betsy Balin
Michel Bezy and Isabelle Geoffroy
Kate and Nick Boisvert
Chip and Leca Boynton
John and Joan Brady
Alan and Sheryl Brooks
Ross Burbank
Richard and Edith Canzonetti
Sarah Carlin (‘80 Bath) and Derek Beckwith
David and Mary Beth Casey
Bill and Sharon Coale
Beverly Coleman
Norm and Kay Cooper
Nefredia Covington
Marjorie Davis and Frederick Coombs
Jamel and Emily Demir
Chris Dennos
Ross and Lisa Dik
Ray and Dotti Dori
Donna (‘81 Bath) and Larry Dubinsky (‘78)
Andy and Mimi Edwards
Steve and JoAnn Eisenberg
Ruth Estrich and Sam Zolten
Rick and Nicky Falck
Sam Felder and Arietta Slade
Andrew and Jenna Field
Kathy Field
Steve Finn and Terry Wetzler-Finn

David and Holly Fogg
Evan Frankel and Rivalyn Zweig
Tom Franks and Kate Hayes
Carol Fritz
Donald and Cari Gardner
John Goldsmith
John Gordon
Robert and Frances Grahamjones
Ken (‘72 Bath) and Claire Grant (‘75 Bath)
Norman and Loren Greene
Jerry Grodin and Felice Karlitz
Jack and Martha Gushue
Mark Halperin
Oz and Mona Hanley
John and Drusilla Haran
Mark and Sheila Hemeon-Heyer
Thomas Heyer and Deborah Odell
Anne Hitchcock
Mark Issenman
Cathy Jackson
Jon and Anne Jolles
Arthur and Monica Jones
Kenneth Joseph and Elyse Seidner-Joseph
Dick and Jean Joslin
Robert Kraftowitz and Janice Gordon
Rob and Anne Krebs
JC Labowitz and Patti Rousewell
Darell and Diane Lawver
Ronnie Lazarus
Peter and Christine Leventhal
Barbara Lidsky and Richard Dick
Nancy Lund
Gigi and Don MacMillan
Anthony and Marilyn Malone
Malcolm and Dana McAvity
Mike Meagher
Jim Miller
Doretta Miraglia and Paul Mule
Craig and Debra Moss
Laurie Nevin
Jean Noonan
Victor Passacantilli and Lucille Giganti
Val Payne-Masse and Chuck Masse
Jane Price
J and Beth Puckett
Kathy Roberts
Daniel and Linda Rogers
Jim and Angela Russell
Tony and Cathy Saraniti
Michael and Janice Schifman
Daniel Serpico and Kate Walsh
Janet Sheehan
Ed Sinnott
Gerry and Jan Smith
Rich and Marian Smith
Laura Solorio
Jan Sommers-Gallant
Edward and Anna Stanislawski
Lloyd and Brenda Steen
Barbara Sullivan
Cathy Tarpley
Cullum and Susan Thompson
David Tobis and Risa Jaroslow
Jeffrey and Amy Uffner
Ron and Janice Weiner
Rich and Erica Welch
Joe and Debbie Werner
Alumni

1967
Paul Hurd

1968
Joel Moses

1969
Jon Bredin

1970
Jay Hartwell

1971
Nelson Arnstein
Peter Hawkes
Jim Irving
Ken Wiegand
Whitney Wright

1972
Malcolm Gauld
Minot Granbery
Ken Grant
Jeff Jennings

1973
Rob Irving

1974
Connie Freer
Verna Mayo Moore
Bill Searles
Harold Wingood

1975
Bill Atamian
Barry Freid
Claire Denton Grant
Amanda Brooks Hunter
Laurie Gauld Hurd
Andy Littlefield
Meg Wholey

1976
Matt Frankel
Margo Calvetti Frost
Laura Denton Gauld
Mike Nuesse

1977
Dan Maxwell

1978
Jeff Black
Larry Dubinsky
Dee Ames Ellsworth
Joan Gallo Guido

1979
Jeff Black
Amy Blank
Pam Gauld Eveland
Dakin Ferris
Brack Hazen
Brett Johnson
Jackie Blevins Johnson
Gail Kelly
Rick Sorkow

1980
Lee Blank
Sarah Carlin
Andrew Kluver

1981
Pam Bertschy
Jon Caine
Ken Cooke
Lori Chesterton Cooke
Donna Leonard Dubinsky
Scott Marlow

1982
Rob Driscoll
Gigi Gauld MacMillan
Mark Newberg
Nancy Rosenfeld

1983
Tom Bragg
Randy Freston
Erich Giebel
Craig Murray
Sandy Turman

1987
Will Bennis

1988
Rich Truluck

1989
Pete Gregory
Perrin Lattanzio LeBlanc

1990
Bob Felt

1991
David Geiger
Sarah Cotterman Ghicadus
Mike Perlstein

1992
Brian Basso

1993
Kevin Millman

1994
Matt Snyder

1995
Kate Gatchell Foye
David Friedman
Seth Ireland

1996
Josh Duksin
Steve Levesque
Faculty and Staff Donors

1997
Brian Bartlett
David Fiss
Marielle Vander Schaaf

1998
Ron Capers (Bath)
Ben Fisher (Woodstock)
Alex Spence (Bath)
Jason Warnick (Bath)

1999
Dan Jaye (Bath)
Matt Lafreniere (Bath)

2000
Scott Bell (Woodstock)
Kendall Jennings (Bath)
Tyler Matheny (Bath)

2001
Ross Sanner (Bath)

2002
Janie Coleman (Woodstock)
Stephanie Thiel (Bath)

2003
Lucy Poerster (Bath)
Lucius Robinson (Bath)
Andrew White (Bath)

2004
Will Cutrer (Woodstock)
Caroline Giles (Bath)
Cat Gushue (Woodstock)
Alice Wilson (Bath)

2005
Lauren Grant (Woodstock)

2006
Tom Perry (Bath)
Rachael Pheiffer (Bath)
Jason Werner (Woodstock)

2007
Eric Gilston (Bath)

2008
Smith Chipley (Bath)
Chase Conner (Bath)
Rose Dorian (Bath)
Pat Lawler (Bath)
Josh Lenardson (Bath)
Harry McGrath (Bath)
Kathleen Scherding (Bath)

Bath Campus
Scott Andresen
Brian Bartlett (’97 Bath)
Heather and Ben Beam
Will Beckham
Brandy Bradford-Smith
John and Sandy Brawn
Jenn Bruton
Jennifer Burns
Wendy Butterfield
Jim Carleton
Abbie Chapin
John and Dahlia Chesterton
Susie and Jim Chubbuck
Linda Coit
Bev Coleman
Tammy Deion
Scott Delano
Ron Demers
Mary Denzer
Jenny Dersham
Gene and Lilly Devlin
Bill Doe
James Eberhart
David Fiss (’97 Bath)
Kate (’95 Bath) and Colin Foye
Joey Gauld
Malcolm (’72 Bath) and Laura Gauld (’76 Bath)
Eva George
Ken (’72 Bath) and Claire Grant (’75 Bath)

2009
Arthur Field (Woodstock)

2005
Lauren Grant (’05 Woodstock)
Pete Gregory (’89 Bath)
Tim Gustafson
Loren and Connie Hardin
Alyssa Hemingway
Sean Ireland
Betsy Jones
Christa Kalke
Logan and Hillary Kidwell
Shane Kindlimann
Lisa Laplante
Eric and Jodie Lenardson
Donna Leonard
Steve Levesque (’96 Bath)
Al Lowell
Angela MacDonald
Gigi (’82 Bath) and Don MacMillan
Louise Mason
Tyler Matheny (’00 Bath)
Bob and Susan McDermott
Casey Mercer
Tom and Mary Moore
Cindy Morgan
Mukhaye Muchimuti
Brian and Rose Mulligan
Frances Murray
Matt and Heidi Newberg
Ann Peden
Tyler Plourde
Claudette Randall
James Redstone
John Romac
Holly and Jim Thompson
MaryAnn Tingley
Arnie Trumm
Terry and Kerri Walsh
Jason Warnick ('98 Bath) and Colleen Egan
Joshua Welch
Meara Young

Former Faculty and Staff

Bath Campus
Bob and Pat Bertschy
Jeff and Melissa Burroughs
Susan Dube
Jonathan Edwards
Kendall Jennings ('00 Bath)
Gail Kelly ('79 Bath) and John Medeiros
Eric Kinderman
Matt Lafreniere ('99 Bath)
Doug Lally
Bob and Betty Masse
Mike ('76 Bath) and Malee Nuesse
Bill and Sara Stockwell
Quynn Taylor
Jim and Barbara Willey

Woodstock Campus
Debra Billings
Sarah Carlin ('80 Bath) and Derek Beckwith
Kyle and Linda Felt
Eric Kelly
Kaitlin King
Dan and Emily Murphy
Bob and Cat Sands

Stephanie Thiel ('02 Bath)
Laura Twichell

Grandparents

Bath Campus
Anonymous
Jeremiah and Audrus Ferguson
Bobbie Fleming
Jim and Margie Freston
Joey Gauld
Nancy Gregory
Faith Harvie
Betsy Jones
William and Ann McDonough
Tancy Mitchell
A.L. Pegolotti
Carter Perry

Woodstock Campus
Anonymous
William and Sheila Abelman
Dave and Jan Carreau
Barbara Cissone
Ralph and Jean DeNunzio
Theodora and Carmine DiSunno
Barbara Eldridge
James and Loli Hammond
Evelyn Kent
James and Joyce Leonard

Friends

Bath Campus
Anonymous
Penelope Bliss
Eleanor and Brian Burger
Henry and Audrey Cheetham  
Mary Hobert  
Michael and Eva Loeb  
Shawn and Debbie McKenna  
Mike Di Sunno & Son Inc.  
Eileen Pearson  
James Pegolotti  
Maribeth Quinn and Daniel Brown  
RRC Management, LLC  
David Steadly and Suzanne Lengyel  
Nancy Steel  
Doug Vickery  
Bob and Barb Vickery  
Darnell Williams  

**Woodstock Campus**  
Anonymous  
William and Nancy Goldstein  
Betty Hale  
Ira and Eileen Ingerman  
Scott and Erin McGrath  
Stephen and Diane O’Neil  
Catriona Purdy  
Richard and Tracy Self  
Eric Turkington and Nancy Taylor  
Randall and Diane Rushin

### Foundations
- Anonymous  
- Andrew J. Eder Family Foundation  
- The Anglo American Charitable Foundation LTD  
- Berman Field Foundation  
- The Buchanan Family Foundation  
- Effie and Wofford Cain Foundation  
- Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund  
- Frankel Family Foundation  
- Frederick H. and Diana C. Prince Foundation  
- Frederick H. Prince Testamentary Trust  
- The Greater Cincinnati Foundation  
- Greater Worcester Community Foundation  
- Harold L. Wyman Foundation  
- Jewish Community Endowment Fund  
- The Joanna Foundation  
- Northern New York Community Foundation, Inc.  
- Palriwala Foundation of America  
- Pfizer Foundation  
- The Searles Family Foundation  
- United Jewish Community Endowment  
- R. Channing Wheeler Family Foundation

### Matching Gifts
- Aetna Foundation  
- American Express Foundation  
- Chubb & Son, Inc.  
- Del Monte Foods  
- Glynn Law Offices  
- The Hartford  
- HSBC Matching Gift Program  
- Medco Health Solution Charitable Match Fund  
- Merrill Lynch Foundation  
- Northwestern Mutual Life Foundation  
- Pearson Education  
- Teleflex Foundation  
- United Technology Corporation

### Corporations
- Allen Realty Co., LLC  
- Aspen Home Consignment  
- Bo-Mar Transportation, Inc.  
- Boeing Gift Matching Program  
- Children of Joy Pediatrics  
- Diageo North America  
- Enterprise Electrical Contractors, Inc.  
- Fiduciary Trust Company International  
- Frederic W. Cook & Co. Inc.  
- J.M.D. Sales, Inc.  
- Photo/Facts  
- Spirit Realty Trust  
- UBS PaineWebber  
- Vickery & Company  
- Whitney P. Wright Real Estate  
- Wilmington Trust Company  
- Winners’ Circle E
Hyde Schools’ Board of Governors (2009–2010)

Jeffrey P Black ’78/’79, Chair
(Aaron Hinton ’98 Bath)

David E. Boone
(Aaron Hinton ’98 Bath)

Lloyd “Rusty” and Kristin Day
(Colin ’00 Bath; Jessie ’03 Bath)

Kenneth P. DeAngelis
(Ross ’04 Bath; Simone ’10 Woodstock; Madeline Moritz ’10 Woodstock)

L Catherine “Nicky” Falck
(Marc ’02 Woodstock; Olivia ’04 Woodstock)

Malcolm W. Gauld ’72 Bath
(Mahalia ’08 Bath; Scout ’10 Bath)

Jacki D. Hinton
(Aaron Hinton ’98 Bath)

Nancy B. Lund
(Jeffrey ’06 Woodstock)

Thomas J. Moore
(Patrick ’03 Bath; Robert ’04 Bath; Joseph ’07 Bath)

Verna Mayo Moore ’74 Bath

Matthew E. Snyder ’94 Bath

Debbie Werner
(Jason ’06 Woodstock)

Joseph B. Werner
(Jason ’06 Woodstock)

Board of Governors Emeriti

Lennox “Bim” Black
(Christopher ’76 Bath; David ’76 Bath; Jeffrey ’78/’79 Bath)

Armin “Rick” Kuder
(Carlyn ’82 Bath; Keith ’85 Bath)

Jack and Gini Diskin
(Brad ’78 Bath)

Paul MacMahon
(Timothy ’95 Bath; Julia ’01 Woodstock; Lisa Schuchmann ’01 Woodstock; Kerri Schuchmann ’02 Bath)

Larry French
(Todd ’89 Bath)

Stuart Ochiltree
(Molly ’95 Bath)

James and Margie Freston
(Cary ’79 Bath; Randal ’83 Bath)

Gibby and Cynthia Raff
(David ’81 Bath)

Margo Calvetti Frost ’76 Bath

James K. Grasty ’73 Bath

Raymond Smart
(Archie ’90 Bath)

Dave and Hobey Hinchman
(Steve ’81 Bath; David ’87 Bath; Josephine ’90 Bath)

R. Channing “Chan” Wheeler
(Anne ’04 Bath)

Rob and Anne Krebs
(Duncan ’97 Woodstock)
HAPA Board of Directors (2009–2010)

Einar Anderson  
(Harriet ’08 Bath) 
Falmouth, ME

Ann and Bob Cary  
(Bridget ’03 Bath) 
New Orleans, LA

Frances Grahamjones  
(Freeman ’08 Woodstock) 
Berkeley, CA

Tamara Hall  
(William Violette ’07 Bath) 
Draper, UT

J. C. Labowitz  
(Ethan ’03 and Susanna ’08 Woodstock) 
Alexandria, VA

Sue McDermott  
(Jeff ’08 Bath) 
Magnolia, MA

Patti Rounsevell  
(Ethan ’03 and Susanna ’08 Woodstock) 
Alexandria, VA

Daniel Sullivan Jr., Chair  
(Daniel ’04 Bath) 
Alpharetta, GA

Quynn Taylor  
(Gabriel Colaluca ’91 Bath) 
Scottsdale, AZ

Jim Violette  
(William ’07 Bath) 
Draper, UT

HAPA Board of Directors (2009–2010)

Alumni Board (2009–2010)

David Abare (’83 Bath)  
Jacqueline Blevins Johnson  
(’79 Bath), Co-Chair

Sarah Carlin (’80 Bath)  
Noah Kaplan (‘04 Woodstock)

Robert Driscoll (’82 Bath)  
Gail Kelly (’79 Bath)

Anne M. Edwards (’99 Woodstock)  
Michael S. Nuesse (’76 Bath)

David Fiss (’97 Bath), Staff  
Rob Schuller (’78 Bath), Co-Chair

David Friedman (’95 Bath)  
Alex Spence (’98 Bath)

Lisa S. Geller (’93 Bath)  
Allison Woodward (’92 Bath)

Amy Halperin (’05 Woodstock)  
Peter Wright (’85 Bath)

Kendall A. Jennings (’00 Bath)
All individuals and families who make a planned gift to Hyde Schools or have included the school(s) in their estate plans are immediately enrolled as members of the Sumner Hawley Society, named in honor of the co-founder of Hyde Schools. For more information about the Sumner Hawley Society or to discuss a planned or estate gift to Hyde, please contact Carl Young at cyoung@hyde.edu or call 207-386-5205.

**Sumner Hawley Society Members**

- **Bob Henson and Melissa Koerner**  
  (Christopher Henson ’01 Bath)
- **Rick and Jody Howard**  
  (Katrina Howard Solter ’90 Bath; Eben Howard ’92 Bath)
- **J. C. Labowitz and Patti Rounsevell**  
  (Ethan Labowitz ’03 Woodstock; Susanna Labowitz ’08 Woodstock)
- **Peter and Catherine Lawler**  
  (Patrick Lawler ’08 Bath)
- **Ron Lykins**  
  (Michael Lykins ’98 Bath; Sean Lykins ’00 Bath)
- **Paul and Tara MacMahon**  
  (Timothy MacMahon ’95 Bath; Julia MacMahon ’01 Woodstock; Lisa Schuchmann ’01 Woodstock; Kerri Finamore ’02 Bath)
- **Lee Mortenson and Carol Kirkland**  
  (Leia Mortenson ’03 Bath)
- **Joan Perry**  
  (Michael Lykins ’98 Bath; Sean Lykins ’00 Bath)
- **Estate of Martha Roynon**  
  (Robin Roynon ’68 Bath)
- **Mike Rugala and Kathy Sibert**  
  (Andrew Rugala ’07 Bath)
- **Dianne Snedaker**  
  (Jonathan Snedaker ’99 Bath)
- **Gerry Snedaker**  
  (Jonathan Snedaker ’99 Bath)
- **Daniel and Mimi Sullivan**  
  (Daniel Sullivan ’04 Bath)
- **Clay and Judee von Seldeneck**  
  (Rodman von Seldneck ’96 Bath; Kevin von Seldneck ’97 Bath)

- **Kenneth DeAngelis**  
  (Ross DeAngelis ’04 Bath; Simone DeAngelis ’10 Woodstock; Madeline Moritz ’10 Woodstock)
- **M. Christine Dennos**  
  (Michael Demmer ’02 Woodstock; John Demmer ’04 Woodstock)
- **Randall and Nancy Eaton**  
  (Meghan P. Eaton ’06 Woodstock)
- **Ruth Estrich and Sam Zolten**  
  (Dorian B. de Tappan ’05 Woodstock; Joshua Zolten ’08 Woodstock)
- **Bob (’90 Bath) and Brooke Felt**  
  (Christopher and Noel Foy)
- **Larry and Lisa French**  
  (Todd French ’89 Bath)
- **Ron Friedman and Sally Christian**  
  (James Lorenz ’01 Woodstock)
- **George and Susan Frost**  
  (Scott Frost ’94 Bath; Jonathan Frost ’96 Bath)
- **Joseph Gauld**  
  (Malcolm Gauld ’72 Bath; Laurie Gauld Hurd ’75 Bath; Georgia Gauld MacMillan ’82 Bath)
- **Ken Grant (’72 Bath) and Claire Denton Grant (’75 Bath)**  
  (Sarah Grant ’00 Woodstock; Jesse Grant ’03 Woodstock; Lauren Grant ’05 Woodstock)

- **Charles and Karen Aring**  
  (Charles Aring ’99 Woodstock; Gretchen Aring ’02 Woodstock)
- **Donald and Nancy Baldwin**  
  (Blake Matheny ’98 Bath; John Matheny ’00 Bath; Weston Matheny ’02 Bath)
- **Michael and Margo Ballew**  
  (Travis Ballew ’01 Bath)
- **Robert J. Buckla, Ed.D.**
- **Steven Cole and Adele Blong**  
  (Robert Cole ’02 Bath)
- **Nancy Coyne**  
  (Sarah Coyne ’06 Bath)
- **H. Lavoe Davis**  
  (W. Edward Davis ’90 Bath)
- **Michael and Lynn Dawes**  
  (Michael Dawes, Jr. ’92 Bath)
- **Martin and Sally Weinrich**  
  (Kimberly Powers Barbee ’94 Bath)
- **Lee and Lydia Wikkerink**  
  (Lori Lee Bedard ’81 Bath)
- **Dick and Nancy Wright**  
  (Rick Wright ’79 Bath)
- **Lisa Young**  
  (Ashley Young ’05 Woodstock)
- **Sanford Young, Esq.**  
  (Ashley Young ’05 Woodstock)
For Further Information

Hyde Woodstock
150 Route 169
Woodstock, CT 06281

Hyde Bath
616 High Street
Bath, ME 04530

860-963-4717 | hyde.edu/giving